As he stood on the podium
With a speech in his hand
Those words when uttered
Marked our freedom
Many have fought
Many have died
Let us not let their
sacrifice go to dirt
Let us be proud of our country,
With its glory to uphold
Let us prove to Bharat,
That we are true to her
Let her not assume that
We are fake
Fake to her love ,
Fake to her struggle ,
Let us be true to her sons
And daughters for the freedom
They have fought, that can’t be undone
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We humans on the road
Walking through the path
Go up and down
Whoever says you, heart.
But is it the same with that small little one
Who would come on your veranda one day,
And without its wish, you would make it stay.
Nothing but nature it would long to see,
Only if you let it fly around free.
Along with its flock, horizons it would reach
Watching the waves dive into the beach.
Do you think what you did was right?
Knowing that it couldn’t fight!
If you really loved it you would let it go,
“I loves you too” its return would show.
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Freedom we got on 1947
Winning it, we felt our presence in heaven
Great souls gave up their lives
But I feel that was not very nice
As what did we do
that they gave up their lives for us?
Can we ever put ourselves in their shoes?

Oh! no it’s as easy as we give a pass,
All we know is to make fuss
Of what they didn’t do for us.
Freedom is not what you get by skipping schools
Those people who gave us their lives weren’t fools
Those stories you heard and found them cool,
You don’t know it takes double the fuel.
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Once when I woke up early in the morning,
And got ready for school.
We were so curious for the 1st period,
And it was history.
When our teacher came,
The 1st question he asked was “what is freedom”.
Some replied that,
“Freedom is doing anything with respect”.
And after school,
The topic ‘Freedom’ trapped my mind.
So basically for me,
Freedom is right to democracy…
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A will to fight,
A will to light,
A will to reach heights,
That nobody can think

A will to vision,
A will to believe,
A will to achieve,
That nobody can think
A will to sacrifice,
A will to love our country like our mother,
A will to treat our citizens
Like our sisters and brothers,
That nobody can think
They are our leaders,
They are our seekers,
They are fighters to freedom!
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The right to act,
The right to speak,
The right to move,
Is known as freedom.
The right to study,
The right create,
The right to make your own decision,
Is known as freedom.

Then after all the torture,
We came up together again,
Being united and never giving up,
We came up together.

Freedom can be given,
It can also be taken,
But it is our responsibility to keep it with us,
And not let anyone else take it.
You may have wondered,
What is the reason India lost its freedom,
I will say because we were not united,
And had hatred over each other.
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Oh how I wish
I had freedom from homework
And I would get more time to play
Then more time to have fun with friends
And spend time with myself
And also play the sport I like
What joyful day that would be
That day I would have fun with friends
That would be my most favourite day
No work for pens
No waste of inks
No waste of time
Just freedom that day!
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I am happy
because I have freedom
I can do what ever I want
because I want freedom
I can study
because I have freedom
I can move around
because I have freedom
I can play
because I have freedom
I can enjoy
because I have freedom
Madhav Drolia
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Let the birds fly,
And touch the sky.
Be the one,
Who is scared of none.
Let the flowers bloom,
And the cars go vroom.
Let us not have greed,
Let us now take the lead.
Let us not be quite,
and have some pride
Let us have freedom again,
And have our dignity gained.
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Freedom is a value, not a thing
Not to be misjudged, not to be taken for granted

Freedom is value, a value that is strong
And a value that should be fought for
Our great leaders fought for our freedom
Isn’t it time we do the same?
Our hearts are filled with pride
When we decide to protect our freedom
Freedom is the ability to choose
The ability to choose without causing harm
A life without freedom would enslave us in darkness and fears
A life with freedom would help us ride the roller coaster of joy.
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Give me freedom,
To take me higher.
Our ancestors gave us freedom,
I have desires.
I can only achieve by getting freedom,
Nobody can stop me from
Any situation related to India.
My country has got freedom,
With sweat and blood.
India is united,
By great leaders,
Who gave up their lives for us.
I love my country do you?
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Everywhere people sweat
For the fame of Indian flag
The British ruled
with cruel mood
We are not going to give up
breathed the fighters
The x dream of India

Freedom is gained
Not granted
People strive
Until they die
Freedom is needed for everybody
So know it and live it.

They marched
They sweated
They fasted
They fought
They gave up their lives
Just for our freedom
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India has been a country of great heritage
What we have lost
We fought and gained
Nobody knew about our might
Our unity became our strength
For us a lot it meant
We knew victory wasn’t far
It was all just ours
What we needed was time
We knew what they did was no small crime
We stood side by side
Admiring our country with pride
The lesson which we had certainly learned was
Unity became the victories cause.
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Life doesn’t mean anything
Without freedom, it is nothing special
We didn’t know how to stand on our feet
And also didn’t know how to speak
All we know was to keep quite
And hide in a place being scared
But now it’s time to change
Bring back our dignity
Show the world what you are
And how much we can go far
Let us not abide their lead
Let us make our own lead
Let us be free
Let us have freedom.
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On the sunny afternoons of 15th August 1947,
Indians enjoyed the freedom air lifting up their shirts with pride!
It was an end to tears, conflicts, blood splashes all around,
But do we really enjoy freedom?
Freedom is having the right to do anything
We want and to follow the rules,
But is it really what we do?
Think over it…..
We can change the world
But we should be the starters…..
Many people have lost their lives,
Many were not recognized
But still they served and fought restlessly.
Still our India is not free from the clutches of corruption.
Can we do something to free it?
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